Stephane’s last report as CIVL President

Belgrade 2015
Many plenaries and Delegates since Sinaïa 2003

Thank you!
Not much of a performance if you compare it with Yoshiki’s first plenary Kossen 1976!
Stef’s 3 reports

• 2022-2023: Business as usual
• 2015-2023: An analysis
• 1987-2023: A Commission Presidents Group review
Business as usual

- Successful events
- EMS in operation
- Struggling with software (AirScore)
- CCC stabilised
- Physical meetings (plenary & bureau)
Business not so usual

• Raise – or not – sanction fees
• Stabilise – or not – our reserve
• Events in countries with no NACs
• Events in countries whose NACs are not “in good standing”
If we had a motto

• Be professionnal
• Be autonomous
• Keep investing
2015-2023 Analysis
Stability: Bureau and Committees

Belgrade 2015
2015-2023
Progress

• Basecamp
• Administrator
• Event Management System
• CCC gliders
• Live-trackers – Accuracy target
• Reorganisation of our rules
• Communication
2015-2023

Issues

• World Air Games – Asian Games
• 2015-2019 – EB bossing us around
• 2020-2023 – Still not One-FAI but multiple silos with no common project: EB-ASC-NAC
• EB and Secretariat serving the structure, not the sport
Commission Presidents Group

- Only properly used by David since 2020
- Nice place to discuss, but...
- Sometimes ignored
- Often not heard

The CPG still has to discover its own power
The Future

• Optimistic: CIVL is strong
• Pessimistic: FAI governance & finances
• Continuity with a new President
• I’ll stay available to help

We fail when we don’t work enough